








































































































‐x 199503 Cell B 8.02 102.55 8681 8.00 81.0 8663 7.93 81.9
‐x 199503 Cell C 9.99 98.65 8682 9.87 88.5




‐z 198901 Cell G 7.95 108.00 8676 8.00 102.6
‐z 198901 Cell H 9.94 101.53 8673 9.97 99.6 8677 9.89 83.7
‐z 198901 Cell I 11.99 99.43 8675 12.22 91.0
‐z 198901 Cell D 10.02 71.31 8665 9.73 63.7 8665 10.2 74.7































































































































Selected Responses to 10G, 70ms Frontal Impact















































































































































Selected Responses to 10G, 70ms Frontal Impact







































































































































































































































Acceleration 0.95 ± 0.004     
Head X 
Acceleration 0.65 ± 0.01   
Head Z
Acceleration 0.28 ± 0.01  M
Head X 
Displacement 0.49 ± 0.01  M
Head Z 
Displacement 0.51 ± 0.01   M
Chest X 
Acceleration 0.64 ± 0.01      M
Shoulder X




































































Selected Responses to 10G, 40ms Spinal Impact
















































































































































Selected Responses to 10G, 40ms Spinal Impact































































































































































































































Acceleration 0.84 ± 0.01     
Head X 
Acceleration
0.26 ± 0.02  
Head Z
Acceleration






0.37 ± 0.02  M
Chest Z 
Acceleration 0.73 ± 0.01  
Shoulder Z
Displacement 0.63 ± 0.02    M
























































































































































































































































































































































































































'‐X' 8 100 'chestx' 'Hybrid'
'‐X' 10 70 'headx' 'Hybrid'
'‐X' 8 100 'headz' 'Hybrid'
'‐X' 10 70 'headz' 'Hybrid'
'‐X' 8 100 'shoulderx' 'Hybrid'
'‐X' 10 70 'shoulderx' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 40 'chestz' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 40 'headx_disp' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 40 'headz' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 70 'headz' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 100 'headz' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 40 'headz_disp' 'Hybrid'
'‐Z' 10 70 'headz_disp' 'Hybrid'







'‐X' 10 70 'chestx' 'THOR'
'‐X' 8 100 'headx_disp' 'THOR'
'‐X' 10 70 'headx_disp' 'THOR'
'‐X' 8 100 'headz_disp' 'THOR'
'‐X' 10 70 'headz_disp' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 70 'chestz' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 100 'chestz' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 40 'headx' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 70 'headx' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 100 'headx' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 70 'headx_disp' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 100 'headx_disp' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 40 'shoulderz' 'THOR'
'‐Z' 10 70 'shoulderz' 'THOR'




















































































































Orientation Peak G Rise Time [ms] Helmet Number of THOR Tests Number of Hybrid III Tests
Frontal (‐X) 8 100 Yes 1 1
Frontal (‐X) 8 100 No 2 0
Frontal (‐X) 10 70 No 2 1
Frontal (‐X) 10 100 Yes 1 1
Frontal (‐X) 20 70 No 2 1
Lateral (+Y) 10 40 No 2 1
Lateral (+Y) 10 70 No 2 2
Lateral (+Y) 10 100 No 2 2
Lateral (+Y) 20 70 No 3 0
Spinal (‐Z) 8 100 Yes 1 0
Spinal (‐Z) 10 40 No 4 0
Spinal (‐Z) 10 40 Yes 1 1
Spinal (‐Z) 10 70 No 2 0
Spinal (‐Z) 10 70 Yes 1 3
Spinal (‐Z) 10 100 No 3 0
Spinal (‐Z) 10 100 Yes 1 1
Spinal (‐Z) 12 100 Yes 2 0





Figure 5. Frontal impact (-x) seat acceleration time histories. Dotted line portions of the THOR trace indicate data that 
were not included in the time period of CORA analysis.
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Results: Frontal Impacts
Figure 7. THOR and human head x-axis acceleration responses to frontal impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR 
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 






































































































































Figure 9. THOR and human head z-axis acceleration responses to frontal impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 
















































































































































Figure 11. THOR and human chest x-axis acceleration responses to frontal (-x) impacts. Dotted line portions of the 
THOR trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 











































































































































Figure 13. THOR and human shoulder x-axis displacement responses to frontal (-x) impacts. Dotted line portions of the 
THOR trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 























































































































































Figure 15. THOR and human head x-axis displacement responses to frontal (-x) impacts. Dotted line portions of the 
THOR trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 














































































































































Figure 17. THOR and human head z-axis displacement responses to frontal (-x) impacts. Dotted line portions of the 
THOR trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 




































































































































Figure 19. Seat acceleration time histories for THOR and humans for spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the 
THOR trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 


















































































































































































Figure 21. THOR and human head x-axis acceleration responses to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 











































































































































































































Figure 23. THOR and human head z-axis acceleration responses to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR 
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis.







































































































































































































Figure 25. THOR and human chest z-axis acceleration responses to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR 
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis.  














































































































































































































Figure 31. THOR and human shoulder z-axis displacement responses to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the 
THOR trace indicate data that was not included in the time period of CORA analysis.
































































































































































































































Figure 27. THOR and human head x-axis displacement responses to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR 
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 













































































































































































































Figure 29. THOR and human head z-axis displacement responses to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR 
trace indicate data that were not included in the time period of CORA analysis. 

















































































































































































































Figure 33. THOR and human seat pan force reactions to spinal (-z) impacts. Dotted line portions of the THOR trace 
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